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KOZY HEAT // ROOSEVELT 29 & 34

The Roosevelt gas insert series offers a clean face and louverless look that 
maximize the view area. When combined with the hand-crafted high definition 
logs and realistic flame, it is a classic look that cannot be replaced. With multiple 
design options available, the Roosevelt can be customized to match any décor 
and features safety, efficiency, and quality. The BTUs are 30,000 for the 29 and 
40,000 for the 34.

KOZY HEAT // CARLTON 39 & 46

The Carlton is a definitive choice when it comes to picking a 
gas fireplace that combines realism and flexibility. The Komfort 
Kontrol remote allows full control of flame appearance, heat 
output, fan speed, and ember accent lighting. Both of the 
Carlton 39 & 46 models come standard with an electronic 
ignition pilot and a remote modulating valve system, which will 
control flame, fan, and light adjustment. Remote control, fan 
and light kit are all included. Each fireplace is equipped with 
the split flow burner, which allows for dramatic BTU reduction. 
This allows for enjoyment of the fire and embers, but with less 
heat coming out of the unit. This fireplace has a max BTU 
output of 45,000.

KOZY HEAT // BAYPORT 36 & 41

The Bayport offers a large and impressive viewing area with a very realistic log 
and burner system. The Bayport 41 comes in both Glass and Log versions and 
the Bayport 36 comes in three versions— log and glass versions and a millivolt 
version. With this many options, the Bayport provides the maximum comfort 
and efficiency available in a gas fireplace. Porcelain reflective panels (standard 
with the Bayport 41 Glass and Bayport 36 Glass) create a spectacular view, 
and combined with a hand-crafted front, make the Bayport a perfect choice 
for a traditional or contemporary design in the home. The max output for this 
fireplace is 30,000 BTU. 

KOZY HEAT // SPRINGFIELD 36

The Springfield offers the unique feature of a “deep” firebox in a 36-inch fireplace. 
When combined with the hand-painted logs, ember bed lighting, and impressive 
flames, it is hard to tell this is not a traditional wood-burning fireplace. Enjoy 
the safety and convenience of a gas direct-vent fireplace and customize your 
fireplace with a variety of fronts and interior options. This set has max BTU 
output of 35,000. 

AFFORDABLE ELEGANCE  

Kozy Heat offers a complete line of fully American made 
gas fireplaces with stylish accessories to complement 
any decor. Adding a fireplace is one of the best ways to 
increase the value of your home. Kozy Heat prides itself 
on being dedicated to not only function and reliability, 
but to customer safety as well. Today, Kozy Heat is one 
of the leading fireplace manufacturers with a reputation 
for modern and contemporary designs combined 
with top energy efficiency for home heating. Kozy 
Heat boasts its high end look for an affordable price. 
All Kozy Heat units are customizable with various fireplace 
liners and surround options available.

DIRECT-VENT FIREPLACES

32

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

39” CAR-39 953211002

46” CAR-46 953211004

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

29” RVT-29 N/A

34” RVT-34 953211001

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

36” SFD-36 953211000

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

36” BAY-36 953211003

41” BAY-41 N/A

FIREPLACE LINER OPTIONS
(OPTIONS VARY BY MODEL)

TRADITIONAL BRICK

CHICAGO BRICK

RUSTIC BRICK LEDGESTONE

MASONRYHERRINGBONE

BLACK ENAMELBLACK GLASS PANELENAMEL PANEL

KEY FEATURES INCLUDED IN ALL  

KOZY HEAT FIREPLACES:

• Ember Bed Light Kit
• Blower
• Electronic Ignition
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FOSTER FUELS GAS LOG SET COLLECTION 

Few things are more enjoyable than curling up by a warm 

fireplace with a steaming cup of hot cocoa and a great book. 
Foster Fuels can help bring that daily comfort to your home.

We have the right set of gas logs to fit your family, your home, 
and your budget. Our experts picked the highest performing 
log sets in each price category.

MONESSEN // CHARISMA GLOW GETTER

Made from refractory cement for a level of realism you won’t 
find anywhere else, the Charisma Glow Getter logs offer 36,000 
BTU with a dual-burner system. They are dual-rated for both 
vented and vent-free installation. These 6-piece refractory log 
sets are available in three sizes to best fit your firebox.

MONESSEN // MOUNTAIN CEDAR

These dual-rated Mountain Cedar gas log sets can be installed 
in vented or vent-free settings. With three sizes to choose 
from, these 6-piece refractory cement log sets provide radiant 
heat and an attractive focal point. Options include millivolt and 
manual controls.

EMPIRE // SUPER STACKED WILDWOOD

These log sets include an Empire White Mountain Hearth 
Vent-Free Slope Glaze Burner and an intermittent pilot with 
thermostat-variable remote control. The logs feature glowing 
embers and lava rock. Optional accessories can be purchased 
for further customization.

EMPIRE // SUPER SASSAFRAS

These refractory log sets provide warm light and comfortable 
heat. Each log is carefully hand painted, creating a beautiful 
natural appearance. It will seem as if they came from the 
outdoors. These complete log systems can be installed in any 
ventless firebox or masonry fireplace to help complete your 
home design.

MONESSEN // BERKLEY OAK

Part of Monessen’s deluxe series, these logs offer exclusive 
Natural Blaze technology. Achieving beautiful yellow flames 
instantly, Natural Blaze technology produces an authentic fire 
every time. These sets include millivolt control, low-profile 
design for a true glowing ember look, volcanic rock, and rock 
wool embers. These sets can reach up to 36,000 BTU.

GAS LOG SETS

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

18” BO18R / NB18PV 960220012 / 960220011

24” BO24R / NB24PV 960220023 / 960220007

30” BO30R / NB24PV 960220013 / 960220007

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

24” LS24WRS / VFSR24LP 933020002 / 933020012

30” LS30WRS / VFSR30LP 933020058 / 933020009

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

24” LS24RSS / VFSR24LP 933020004 / 933020012

30” LS30RSS / VFSR30LP 933020045 / 933020009

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

18” CR18-H / GG18PV N/A

24” CR24-H / GG24PV 960820023 / 960820022

30” CR30-H / GG30PV N/A

SIZE MODEL# ITEM

18” PH18R / PH18PV 970420001 / 970420004

24” PH24R / PH24PV 970420003 / 970420000

30” PH30R / PH24PV 970420006 / 970420000
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MATTE BLACK PORCELAIN BLACK

STOVE FINISHES //

VENT-FREE FIREPLACE SYSTEMS 

EVERWARM // VENT-FREE FIREPLACE SYSTEM AND MANTEL COMBINATION

This compact, American-made, vent-free fireplace system comes with a 99.9% heating 
efficiency. This unit features hand-painted ceramic fiber logs and a single row of dancing 
yellow flames for a realistic fireplace appearance. This fireplace comes standard with an 
arch screen and rolled louver front and is available with both thermostat and millivolt (remote 
ready) controls. Choose from two beautiful mantel finishes: Light Walnut or Dark Walnut.

MODEL# ITEM# T-STAT OR MILLIVOLT FINISH

WDVCM3026ZTP N/A T-STAT DARK WALNUT

WLVCM3026ZTP N/A T-STAT LIGHT WALNUT

WDVCM3026ZMP 970310016 MILLIVOLT DARK WALNUT

WLVCM3026ZMP N/A MILLIVOLT LIGHT WALNUT

KEY FEATURES:

• No chimney or venting is required—installation is fast, easy, 
and affordable!

• Offers a clean, louverless design.
• Screen can tuck into hideaway pockets to reveal expansive 

views.

• Black interior provides an elegant background for vent-free 
log sets.

• Brick interior is available for a traditional look.
• Large hearth area allows for a variety of log sets.
• Angled firebox and uniquely engineered air channels move 

more heat into the room, maximizing efficiency.
• Available in 32”, 36”, or 42” models.

VENT-FREE FIREBOXES

FOSTER FUELS  VENT-FREE 

FIREBOX COLLECTION

Install it where you want it. Because vent-
free fireboxes and log sets are designed 
to be installed and operated without a 
chimney, flue or vent, they can be installed 
in locations in your home where it would 
be impossible or cost prohibitive to install 

a vented fireplace. They provide the most 
economical installation, only requiring a 
connection to a gas line.

MONESSEN // GRUF/GCUF SERIES

The GRUF/GCUF series fireboxes provide the option to choose 
a louvered design or a radiant, clean face design. Choose from 
a selection of firebrick options and accessories for a fireplace 
perfectly suited to your tastes. It is designed with heat-circulating 
air ducts for optional blower, and available facing options include 
perimeter trims, classic arched faces, and cabinet doors with 
screen and filigree panels.

• Convenient medium size
• 28,000 BTU
• Glowing ember bed and lively burn provide life-like realism
• 99.9% efficiency maximizes your fuel dollars

FREE-STANDING STOVES

EMPIRE // FREE-STANDING STOVE

Rated at 27,000 BTU, these stoves have hand-painted logs and are 
available in three luxurious styles: Matte Black and Porcelain Black. As a 
vent-free model, they include clean-burning technology that continuously 
monitors the room’s air, making the Empire model the perfect heat source 
to use in any room. Available with the millivolt standing pilot, which 
operates with a push-button piezo igniter.

FOSTER FUELS FREE-STANDING STOVE COLLECTION

Cozy up anywhere in your home with these vent-free cast iron stoves. 
With quality like no other, give yourself the comfort and flexibility of a 
space heater with the luxuriously decorative style of cast iron. These 
durable stoves will be the focal point of the room and will bring romance 
and warmth to your home. 

MONESSEN // SUNDANCE VENT-FREE GAS STOVE

The Sundance Vent-Free Gas Stove is the perfect way to add efficient, 
abundant heat to nearly any space. It is American-made, convenient in 
size, has minimal clearances, and has no venting requirements, making it 
a breeze to install. It also has a standing pilot which means never fearing 
another winter power outage.

MODEL# ITEM# FINISH

VFD30CC30FP 933010023 MATTE BLACK

VFD30CC30BP 933010025 PORCELAIN BLACK

MODEL# ITEM# FINISH

SD30PV 96081028 BLACK

SIZE MODEL# ITEM#

32” GCUF32CR (LOUVERED) N/A

36” GCUF36CR (LOUVERED) N/A

42” GCUF42CR (LOUVERED) N/A

32” GRUF32CR (FLUSH FACED) N/A

36” GRUF36CR (FLUSH FACED) N/A

42” GRUF42CR (FLUSH FACED) N/A

TRIM OPTIONS

BLACK TRIM

BARRINGTON DARK
WALL CABINET

BARRINGTON
UNFINISHED
WALL CABINET

DARK CHERRY
WALL CABINET

HONEY OAK
WALL CABINET

COTTAGE CLAY REFRACTORY

CABINET OPTIONS

INTERIOR FIREBRICK OPTIONS



MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

RH35LP 933030012 35,000 BTU

MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

RH-50CBLP 93303003 50,000 BTU

MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

HB10TL 943131011 10,000 BTU

HB20TL 943131009 20,000 BTU

HB30TL 943131003 30,000 BTU

MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

HR10TL 943131006 10,000 BTU

HR15TL 943131010 15,000 BTU

HR25TL 943131002 25,000 BTU

MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

HSSVFBF10LPT 943630005 10,000 BTU

HSSVFBF20LPBT 943630000 20,000 BTU

HSSVFBF30LPBT 943630003 30,000 BTU

MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

HSSVFRD10LPT N/A 10,000 BTU

HSSVFRD20LPBT 943630002 20,000 BTU

HSSVFRD30LPBT 943630004 30,000 BTU

EMPIRE // RH-35
The RH-35 features front and top venting to provide the best 
warm airflow to any medium-size room. Designed for style and 
efficiency, the heater is housed in durable, textured cabinetry 
with a beige color finish. An optional internal blower (DRB-1) can 
be purchased separately for added circulation.

EMPIRE // RH-50
Heat large areas economically with Empire’s vented room 
heaters. With their efficient heat flow, the durable RH-50 models 
offer ample warmth to make any room comfortable. The one-
piece glass enclosure on the RH-50 allows you to see the flame 
as it heats, while the optional ceramic logs add visual interest. 
The closed front on the RH-50 easily fits any decor.

SPACE HEATER 

FEATURES

No Electricity Needed » 
Heat even during power outages.

Safety Assurance » 
ODS (Oxygen-Depletion Sensor) turns off the unit 
if not enough fresh air is available.
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HEARTHRITE // BLUE FLAME
Blue Flame heaters warm the air, which rises to create natural 
circulation in the room—Ideal for any supplemental heat 
application. Includes a factory standard Oxygen Depletion 
Sensor (ODS).

HEARTHRITE // RADIANT HEAT
These heaters project warmth into the room like sunlight 
through a window. With three different sizes, these are ideal for 
any supplemental heat application. Includes a factory standard 
ODS.

HEATSTAR // VENT-FREE INFRARED GAS HEAT
Multiple burner tiles utilize radiant heat, warming your space 
with the power of the sun. With a factory standard ODS, rest 
assured this heater will provide you with years of comfortable 
and safe heat.

RINNAI // DIRECT-VENT WALL FURNACE
With a Rinnai EnergySaver® Direct-Vent Wall Furnace, you’ll 
be as comfortable with your energy bill as you are with your 
room temperature. Rinnai technology uses only the exact 
amount of gas needed, optimizing energy efficiency. With 
multiple models, we have just the right size and configuration 
to complement your existing heating system. 

HEATSTAR // VENT-FREE BLUE FLAME GAS HEAT
A clean-burning blue flame tube burner uses the natural 
convection of the burner to circulate warm comfortable air. 
Includes a factory standard ODS.
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SPACE HEATERS

• Consistent, Even Heating: Unique technology monitors 
room temperature, adjusting within seconds to maintain the 
pre-set temperature.

• Reduced Cold Spots: A variable speed blower circulates 
warm air evenly throughout the room for consistent 
warmth—even in corners. 

• Efficient Technology That Saves Energy and Money: 
Rinnai technology uses only the exact amount of gas 
needed, optimizing energy efficiency.

• Complements Existing Heating: Rinnai EnergySaver®  
Direct-Vent Wall Furnaces come in multiple sizes and can be 
used to supplement existing heating systems.

• Features to Ensure Reliable Performance: The reliable  
low-maintenance products feature a durable stainless-steel 
heat exchanger and the assurance of proven engineering.

• Fast Installation: No ductwork means easier installation.

MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

EX38CTWP N/A 36,500 BTU

Rinnai offers a 10-Year Limited Warranty on the heat exchange. There is 
also a 5 year warranty on parts and a 2-year warranty on labor. 



PROPANE GRILLS

MODEL# ITEM# FLOWRATE (MAX)

RU160IP 975371016 9 GPM (GALLONS PER MINUTE)

RU199I 975371018 11 GPM (GALLONS PER MINUTE)

MODEL# ITEM# BTU

P3SX 923350000 40,000 BTU

MODEL# ITEM# BTU

L SERIES N/A 45,000 BTU
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TANKLESS WATER HEATERS

PROPANE

$500

$400

$300

$200

$100

$0
ELECTRICITY OIL

3 bedrooms | 2.5 bathrooms, typical home (average of 10 analysis locations)

ENERGY EFFICIENCY: A propane tankless water heater transfers propane’s thermal energy into hot water by up to a 0.99 
Energy Factor (EF).* 

* Air-Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI) Directory of Certified Product Performance ahridirectory.org/ahriDirectory/pages/home.aspx. 
Last accessed March 2013.

** PERC “Comparing Residential Water Heaters for Energy Use, Economics, and Emissions — 2011.” buildwithpropane.com/pdf/Water-Heating-3E-Analysis.pdf.

Propane Education & Research Council, 5029-FS-13, © 2015

FOSTER FUELS TANKLESS WATER HEATER 

COLLECTION

Provide comfort, versatility, convenience, and 
efficiency to your home by supplying high 
volumes of hot water with compact and highly 
innovative technology.

Check to see if rebates are available in your area.

RINNAI // WHY A RINNAI TANKLESS WATER HEATER?

• Delivers an endless supply of hot water.
• Only heats water when it’s needed.
• Compact size saves roughly 12 ft² of floor space.
• Saves more than $150/year in energy costs when compared with typical 

electric storage water heaters.
• Produces 50–60% lower CO2 emissions when compared with electric 

storage tank systems.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION & COST

Given Energy Factors as high as 0.99, 
propane tankless systems operate very 
efficiently and therefore have relatively low 
fuel consumption and costs. The bar graph 
(right) illustrates that propane condensing 
tankless systems save roughly $150-200/
year compared with typical electric storage 
water heaters or heating oil systems.**

ANNUAL ENERGY COST FOR WATER HEATERS

BROILMASTER // P3SX

The Broilmaster premium P3SX gas grill arrives fully loaded with standard features, 
offering both convenience and versatility. The Bow Tie Burner generates 40,000 
BTU of corner-to-corner heat and maintains a uniform output at any temperature 
setting across up to 695 square inches of total cooking area. Customize your 
Broilmaster premium P3SX with several cart, post, and side shelf options.

AMERICAN OUTDOOR GRILL // L SERIES

Designed and manufactured by the company that brings you Fire Magic premium 
grills, American Outdoor Grills add style and cooking excellence to your outdoor 
kitchen. 

• Heavy duty cast iron aluminum 
construction

• Stainless steel Bow Tie Burner 
(40,000 BTU)

• Multi-level stainless steel cooking 
grids

• Stainless steel folding Retract-a-
Rack

• Stainless steel smoker shutter

• Seamless hood with brushed edges
• Diamond-sear cooking grids
• 304 stainless steel burners
• Heavy duty warming rack
• Built-in infrared backburner
• Vaporizer panels

• Analog thermometer with polished 
bezel

• Electronic ignition push button (“L” 
Series)

• Back-Lit knobs (“L” Series) 
• On/Off light control button (“L” Series)

FOSTER FUELS PROPANE GRILL COLLECTION

Grilling enthusiasts have been enjoying Broilmaster premium 

grills since 1966. Broilmaster is trusted for its versatile cooking 
capabilities, convenient features, and unmatched customer 
service. Broilmaster stainless grills combine the distinctive feature 
of an original Broilmaster with a sleek, contemporary design. The 
versatile multi-level cooking grids, Retract-a-Rack, and Bow Tie 
Burner live on in this new generation of stainless steel grills. With 
its combination of classic and modern features, the Broilmaster 
stainless grill is truly the grill of a lifetime.

Limited lifetime warranty on aluminum grill housing (except for paint), stainless steel cooking grids and stainless steel 
griddles, select stainless steel components-cart mounting, Bow Tie Burner, side burner, infrared side burner, side shelf, 
and Retract-a-Rack, stainless steel built-in components: built-in kits for 3-series grill heads, side burner surround, door kit, 
tilt-out propane tank door, and vent register kit.

10-Year Warranty: Stainless steel burners for H-Series.

5-Year Warranty: Infrared side burner, flare buster, ceramic flavor enhancers, painted electro-galvanized steel components, 
and stainless steel smoker shutter.

2-Year Warranty: Porcelain-coated steel briquet racks, chrome-plated Retract-a-Rack, and stainless steel heat shield.

1-Year Warranty: Valves, knobs, ignitors, labels, hoses, fittings, grease cups, and all other parts and accessories—
including those made from stainless steel—unless specified above, and paint on aluminum grill head.
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MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

NAPLESCTB 933030014 60,000 BTU

MODEL# ITEM#

630CM21V2PC 97013001

MODEL# ITEM#

023-20-N-CB-XXC 97013002

MODEL# ITEM# HEAT OUTPUT

BH0510001 933030015 38,500 BTU

OUTDOOR LIVING

NAPLES // FIRE PIT TABLE

A beautiful table to sit around with your family and friends 
while enjoying your outdoor living space. Both versatile and 
stylish, it’s a table and fireplace all wrapped into one very 
attractive piece of furniture. Designed for the ultimate in 
form and function, this coffee table is a must for any outdoor 
room. Built with an aluminum frame that will not rust or 
corrode, it’s covered with resin wicker that will withstand 
harsh weather conditions.

BROMIC HEATING // TUNGSTEN SMART-HEAT  

PORTABLE HEATER

Introducing the Tungsten Smart-Heat Portable Heater. The 
BHP180 delivers the most heat coverage of any freestanding 
unit—more than 15 ft of coverage. The BHP180 has a very 
unique look, aesthetically the most stylish looking unit on 
the market.

BULLET BURNERS // CUSTOMIZABLE BRASS BURNER

The Outdoor Plus Bullet Burner is our newest and latest 
innovation in flame technology. With a unique design 
that compresses gas flow to obtain a powerful flame, the 
Bullet Burner system provides more flame for less gas   
and utilizes 100% brass construction. By compressing the 
gas flow through our patented Flat Flame Technology, the 
Bullet Burner creates higher, fuller flames with movement 
that mimics natural fire.

AMERICAN FYRE DESIGNS  // PETITE CORDOVA

The Petite Cordova Outdoor Gas Fireplace by American 
Fyre Designs combines a contemporary look with a classic 
style—it’s sure to be the star of any outdoor patio space. 
Built from a high-quality, glass-fiber reinforced concrete, 
this fireplace is resistant to high temperatures and is 
specifically designed for long-lasting durability. 
True to the AFD commitment to personalizing the ultimate 
fireplace, the Petite Cordova features four finish options 
that display the exquisite masonry work. 
From there, choose between the vented or vent-free 
options—each features its own unique log set—then, 
choose between eight unique hearth options to customize 
the base of the fireplace.

*Accessories sold separately. Petite Cordova is a special order item and 

could take 4-6 weeks to deliver.

*Outer housing is custom and not included. Bullet Burner is a special 

order item and could take 4-6 weeks to deliver.

AMERICAN FYRE DESIGNS // INVERTED FIRE 

TABLE WITH GRANITE INLAY

This beautiful outdoor fire table is 4 ft around and makes 
quite the statement in any outdoor space.
This fire table has a Sedona-colored, heavily-textured 
concrete and is a great addition to any outdoor seating area. 
It is large enough to offer plenty of “table area” and small 
enough to still allow conversations with the people across 
from you! At 23” high, it is the perfect height for setting 
drinks or snacks down while you are having fun enjoying 
your outside space.
The Inverted Fire Table includes the burner and ships 
standard for use with liquid propane. The propane tank (not 
included) fits neatly into the base of the table through an 
access/storage door.

FOSTER FUELS OUTDOOR LIVING COLLECTION

Many homeowners throughout Virginia are discovering the 
benefits of using propane to power a variety of outdoor living 
products, including firepits, patio heaters, and grills. In addition 
to serving as a reliable source of propane fuel backed by a 
comprehensive menu of maintenance and repair services, 
Foster Fuels is proud to offer a wide variety of outdoor propane 
appliances, including firepits, grills, logs, and more.

KEY FEATURES:

• HEAT OUTPUT – Covers up to 180 ft² and delivers a 
widespread heat field of up to 12 ft wide and 15 ft deep.

• VERSATILITY – Unique adjustable heat control ensures 
comfort.

• EFFICIENCY – High-intensity, ceramic burner delivers 
optimal heat with minimal heat loss.
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Upgrade Comfort & Convenience

The Propane Home

Are you using traditional energy sources to operate 

your home’s furnace, cooking appliances, and hot 

water tank? Did you know converting to propane can 

increase the comfort and convenience of your home 

and may reduce your energy bills and equipment 

maintenance costs? 

Upgrading to energy-efficient propane is quickly 

becoming the choice of savvy homeowners. 

Imagine still being able to operate your lighting, 

furnace, and appliances during power outages. It’s 

all possible with propane. 

Propane Tank

uenerator

Tankless Water Heater  Dryer

Space Heater
Outdoor Firepit

uas urills

uas Lights

Furnace/Burner
Pool Heater

Tiki Torches

Outdoor Heaters

uas Stove

uas Logs

Propane Delivers: Is propane right for you?
Schedule a free on-site evaluation.

Exceptional
performance

Clean 
Fuel

Value for your
energy per dollar

MODEL# ITEM#

WK5APO N/A

MODEL# ITEM# BTU

OPT-TT3M N/A 20,000 BTU

OPT-TT8M N/A 20,000 BTU

OUTDOOR LIVING CONTINUED

PROPANE TIKI TORCHES

Tiki torches add an exotic ambiance to any outdoor space. Tiki 
torches serve a dual purpose— they provide unique lighting for 
outdoor entertaining as well as protection against insects and other 
outdoor pests.

EVERGLOW TORCH POST MOUNT

Everglow Torch heads and kits are built to last with 
solid aluminum bodies that stand up to the outdoor 
environment. They have a durable, electrostatic, powder-
coated finish with a solid brass control valve, burner, and 
on/off key. There is also a 1-year limited warranty. 

OUTDOOR PLUS TOP TORCHES

Top Torches are made of 304-grade stainless steel. These unique custom pieces 
are all custom made. Available in match-lit ignition or electronic ignition.



FOSTER FUELS, INC. //  HQ  //  16720 BROOKNEAL HWY  //  BROOKNEAL, VA 24528  //  800-344-6457
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTER SINCE 1921  //  PROPANE  //  GASOLINE  //  HEATING OIL  //  DIESEL  //  KEROSENE  //  BIODIESEL

BROOKNEAL // HQ
16720 BROOKNEAL HWY

BROOKNEAL, VA 24528

434-376-2322

CHARLOTTESVILLE
2151 RICHMOND RD STE 102

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22911

434-975-2345 

DANVILLE
6261 HWY 29 N

BLAIRS, VA 24527

434-836-8283

FOREST
17898 FOREST RD 

FOREST, VA 24551

434-333-0897

 HUDDLESTON
2115 SML PKWY

HUDDLESTON, VA 24104

540-297-9570 

 LOVINGSTON
8535 THOMAS NELSON HWY

LOVINGSTON, VA 22949

434-263-4500

RUSTBURG
1788 CALOHAN RD

RUSTBURG, VA 24588

434-821-2461

WE 
INSTALL

WE 
DELIVER

YOU 
ENJOY

COME VISIT ONE OF OUR SEVEN  
LOCATIONS IN CENTRAL VIRIGINIA!

YOU 
SELECT

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS

 SINCE 1921

800-344-6457 | FOSTERFUELS.COM


